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A B S T R A C T

Microalgae are a promising platform for the production of renewable fuels and oleochemicals. Despite significant

research efforts to understand the mechanisms of algal lipid accumulation, the influence of commercially re-

levant growth conditions on the lipid metabolism is poorly understood. To characterise the impact of differing

organic carbon availabilities and photoperiod on the response of the model alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii to

nitrogen stress, the expression of key genes involved in the central carbon metabolism were monitored over a

time-course of nitrogen deprivation. In addition, the growth, PSII integrity, chlorophyll content, triacylglycerol

(TAG) content, starch content, and fatty acid composition were characterised. Results indicate that both organic

carbon availability and photoperiod regulate the lipid accumulation response of C. reinhardtii. Under mixo-

trophic conditions, organic carbon uptake is favoured over photosynthesis, transcript abundance of lipid

synthesis genes rapidly increase and acetate is funnelled to TAG synthesis. In contrast, autotrophic cultures

lacking organic carbon experienced a slower rate of photosynthetic degradation and funnelled the majority of

sequestered carbon to starch synthesis. Dark periods induced catabolism of both starch and TAG in autotrophic

cultures but TAG alone in mixotrophic cultures. Furthermore, diurnal light enhanced starch synthesis under

mixotrophic conditions. Finally, transcript analysis indicated that PGD1, important for the routing of oleic acid

to TAG, was reliant on organic carbon availability, resulting in reduced C18:1 fatty acid accumulation in au-

totrophic cultures.

1. Introduction

Nitrogen deprivation elicits a stress response in microalgae resulting

in a rapid and global metabolic shift which, typically, leads to the ac-

cumulation of carbon storage molecules such as the biofuel feedstock

triacylglycerol (TAG) [1]. While it is known that N deprivation causes a

TAG accumulation response in the majority of algal species, the specific

metabolic changes involved in this shift are relatively poorly under-

stood; thus limiting the potential of metabolic engineering to improve

TAG productivity [2]. In recent years, the development of a highly

annotated genome [3,4] and specific molecular biology tools have en-

abled C. reinhardtii to emerge as an important reference species for

improving the understanding of lipid accumulation. Furthermore,

technological advances and reduced costs have enabled high-

throughput genome-wide transcriptomic [5,6], proteomic [7,8] and

metabolomic [9] investigations, providing a more comprehensive out-

look of metabolic change.

Recent metabolic studies have focused almost exclusively on C. re-

inhardtii under idealised laboratory conditions of both mixotrophy and

continuous light [1,6,7,10–15]. Under these conditions, upon N depri-

vation, genes for nitrogen transporters are immediately upregulated,

quickly (< 1 h) followed by a metabolic shift to a N ‘reuse and recycle’

phase [1]. This phase results in a cessation of growth, chlorosis, and the

degradation of high abundance N-rich molecules, such as ribosomes

(particularly plastid ribosomal proteins), RuBisCo, and other abundant

photosynthesis related proteins [1,14,16,17]. This photosynthetic de-

gradation is matched with a shift towards less N intensive mitochon-

drial respiratory energy generation, fuelled by exogenous carbon

[1,7,15]. Concurrently, cells begin to upregulate starch and TAG

synthesis pathways leading to a redirection of carbon away from pro-

tein synthesis towards energy dense carbon storage molecule accumu-

lation [12].

Carbon availability has been shown to be a vital component to lipid

accumulation under nitrogen stress. Acetate is thought to be trans-

ported into the cell via a monocarboxylate transporter; 5 putative

acetate permeases have been identified but have yet to characterised

[12]. Intracellular acetate can be converted to acetyl-CoA through two

alternative processes involving acetyl-CoA synthase (ACS) or the two-
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step reaction involving acetate kinase (AK) and phosphate acetyl-

transferase (PAT). C. reinhardtii contains multiple copies of these genes

with different putative localisations. Consequently it is assumed that

acetyl-CoA is synthesised from acetate in multiple organelles [18]

(Fig. 1).

Previous studies have demonstrated that increasing the concentra-

tion of exogenous acetate leads to a proportionate increase in TAG (up

to 50mM acetate) [19,20]. In contrast, starch accumulation does not

follow this trend, becoming saturated at a lower acetate concentration.

This indicates surplus carbon is directed to TAG accumulation once the

capacity of starch storage is met [19]. This observation is supported by

significantly elevated rates of TAG accumulation in a starchless mutant

of C. reinhardtii when grown under N stress [12,21–23]. Another im-

portant component of TAG accumulation in C. reinhardtii is the re-

quirement of light for high lipid accumulation, Fan et al. [19] reported

that cultures grown under heterotrophic conditions accumulated neg-

ligible levels of TAG after 2 days of N deprivation.

Despite the advantages in productivity provided by mixotrophic

growth, large scale microalgae cultivation for production of sustainable

biofuels and bioproducts is typically envisaged to be carried out under

autotrophic conditions using natural sunlight [24–26]. Given the ap-

parent importance of both carbon availability and light for lipid accu-

mulation, it is important to establish how the metabolic response to

nitrogen deprivation under autotrophic conditions and a diurnal light

cycle differs from the idealised conditions used in previous studies.

Therefore, the research presented here was undertaken to elucidate the

metabolic response of C. reinhardtii to N deprivation under autotrophic

conditions and a diurnal light period. In order to maximise the scope of

experimental treatments, a targeted high temporal resolution approach

was taken utilising quantitative-reverse transcription PCR (q-RTPCR)

coupled with physiological assays.

This study focused on 8 key genes involved in carbon input into TAG

synthesis and the surrounding carbon metabolism which have been

highlighted by previous transcriptomic studies as being particularly

responsive to N deprivation and lipid accumulation (Fig. 1) [1,10,12].

Briefly, the genes include RBSC2, OGD1, ICL1, which encode for critical

enzymes involved in the Calvin cycle, tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle

and glyoxylate cycles respectively, representing the main routes of

carbon input into the cell (see Fig. 1 for details). Analysis of expression

of the gene GLD2 was also undertaken, to monitor activity of the main

alternative route of NADPH production (primarily produced via pho-

tosynthesis) via the pentose phosphate pathway, required for TAG and

starch synthesis (Fig. 1). Expression of ACX1 and GPD2 was analysed,

encoding enzymes involved in the initial fatty acid synthesis step and

glycerol-3-phosphase (TAG backbone) synthesis. Due to the multiple

genes involved in TAG synthesis, this work focused on genes involved in

committal carbon inputs into FA synthesis rather than multiple fluxes to

TAG involving acyltransferases. An exception, PGD1, a galactolipid li-

pase, was analysed in addition to monitor degradation from mono-

galactosyldiacylglycerol (MGDG), hypothesised to be differentially ef-

fected by both diurnal light regimes and organic carbon availability

(Fig. 1). Finally, the gene STA2, encoding a key enzyme involved in

starch synthesis was also analysed to elucidate activity of carbon flux

into starch (Fig. 1). The role and justification for choosing these genes

are detailed further in the Results section.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Organism and growth conditions

The transcriptomic and physiological response of C. reinhardtii to N

deprivation is strain specific and influenced by culture conditions

[1,10,12]. Consequently, to facilitate cross-literature comparison, the

experimental design of this study closely matched that used in the re-

cently published mixotrophic transcriptomic experiment reported by

Goodenough et al. [12].

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cc-4349 (cw-15, mt−) was obtained from

the Chlamydomonas Resource Centre (University of Minnesota, USA).

Previous transcriptomic research has been undertaken with the cc-4349

aiding comparison of data [1,10,12]. C. reinhardtii cc-4349 was main-

tained on an antibiotic HSMA agar plate as described in Kan and Pan

[37].

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cc-4349 was grown in HSM medium

[38]. For mixotrophic growth treatments, the base medium was mod-

ified with the addition of 20mM potassium acetate. Cultures were in-

oculated to an initial cell density of approximately

1.89×105 cells ml−1 and grown in 1000ml Erlenmeyer flasks con-

taining 500ml of medium. Cultures were grown under

100 ± 5 μmols photonm−2 s−1 illumination and shaken continuously

at 125 rpm at 25 °C ± 1. This light intensity is higher than the condi-

tions used in Goodenough et al. [12], but was necessary to maintain

reasonable autotrophic growth rates. Cultures were grown under either

a 12-hour light, 12-hour dark photoperiod (12L) or a 24-hour light

continuous photoperiod (24 L). In total, five treatments were cultivated

as shown in (Table 1).

An outline of the experiment design is provided in Fig. 2. For ni-

trogen starvation experiments, cultures were grown to approximately

4×106 cells ml−1 at exponential phase before harvesting by cen-

trifugation (1250 g for 3min at 15 °C). Cells were resuspended in 500ml

of fresh HSM or HSMA media lacking NH4Cl (nitrogen free, NF).

Transfer to nitrogen free media was carried out without a washing step

to avoid cell loss (as in [12]). The control treatment was resuspended in

nitrogen replete medium. Cultures treated with a 12 L photoperiod

were synchronized with several light/dark cycles before harvesting.

Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of the central carbon metabolism in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Pathways with redox cofactor inputs (ATP, NADH, and NADPH) are highlighted with a blue

arrow, while outputs are highlighted with green arrows. Pathways for exogenous acetate derived acetyl-CoA metabolism are highlighted in red. Inter-organelle flux of metabolites is

highlighted in grey. The targeted genes and the reactions associated with the enzymes they encode are highlighted in orange. The asterisk (*) symbol indicates that that gene of interest is

one of multiple variants of the gene or encode one subunit of the enzyme involved in the reaction. FA import into the peroxisome is based on the Arabidopsis metabolism but may include

import of FFA as in yeast [27]. Acetate is thought to be transported in to the cell via a monocarboxylate transporter [12]. Acetyl-CoA synthesis is thought to occur in multiple organelles

via two alternative pathways as outlined in the text below. Gene abbreviations are: ACX1, α-carboxyltransferase subunit of plastidic multimeric acetyl-coA carboxylase; GLD2, glucose-6-

phosphate dehydrogenase 2; GDP2, glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 2; ICL1, isocitrate lyase 1; OCD1, 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase, E1 subunit; RBSC2, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate

carboxylase/oxygenase small subunit 2; PGD1, plastid galactoglycerolipid degradation 1; STA2, starch synthase granule-bound 2. Metabolite abbreviations are: 1,3-BPG, 1,3-bipho-

sphoglycerate; 2-PGA, 2-phosphoglycerate; 3-PGA, 3-phoshoglycerate; 6PG, 6-phospho-gluconate; 6-PGL, 6-phosphogluconolactone; ADP-Glu, ADP-glucose; ATP, adenosine tripho-

sphate; DAG, diacylglycerol; DGDG, digalactosyldiacylglycerol; DHAP, dihydroxyacetone phosphate; FADH2, flavin adenine dinucleotide quinone; Fru-1,6-BP, fructose-1,6-bisphosphate;

Fru-6-P, fructose-6-phosphate; G1P, glucose-1-phosphate; G3P, glycerol-3-phosphate; G6P, glucose-6-phosphate; GA3P, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate; GTP, guanosine triphosphate; Lyso-

PA, lyso-phosphatic acid; MGDG, monogalactosyldiacylglycerol; NADH nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; NADPH, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate; PA, phosphatic acid;

PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; Ru5P, ribose-5-phosphate. RuBP, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate; TAG, triacylglycerol. Pathways based on references [18,27–36]. (For interpretation of the

references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1

Treatment conditions.

Treatment Acetate Light period (hours) Nitrogen

M-24-C + 24 +

M-24-NF + 24 −

M-12-NF + 12 −

A-24-NF − 24 −

A-12-NF − 12 −
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Resuspension took place at the end of the dark period, placing cultures

back into illumination for 12 h after resuspension (Fig. 2).

For RNA expression analysis, a sample was taken immediately be-

fore resuspension into NF media (LOG), immediately after resuspension

(0 h), followed by sampling at 2, 12, 14, 24 and 48 h. For 12 L and

control cultures, an additional sample was taken at 36 h in order to

sample 2 points (12 and 36 h) after 12 h illumination (Fig. 2). Sampling

immediately after resuspension was intended to allow distinction of

RNA change associated with cell handling rather than nitrogen stress

[11]. Biochemical analyses were taken at LOG, and 12, 24, 48, 96 and

144 h after resuspension in NF media. Cell counts were taken with

every sampling point. Treatments were carried out in triplicate.

2.2. Triglyceride assay

A novel enzymatic method for TAG quantification was developed in

the Goodenough lab, University of Washington (Weiss and

Goodenough, personal communication) and adapted for this in-

vestigation. The protocol utilises a commercial enzymatic triglyceride

reagent (Infinity Triglyceride Regent, ThermoScientific). The reagent

contains a TAG lipase (9001-61-1) which lyses TAG and releases a

glycerol molecule. The free glycerol then goes through a series of re-

actions to produce a red coloured quinoneimine dye proportional to the

initial TAG concentration. The lipase used in this analysis preferentially

targets TAG molecules, then DAG and MAGs, leading to the release of

glycerol [39]. Consequently, glycerolipid precursors DAG and MAG will

also be quantified. However, these precursor lipids are negligible

compared to TAG concentration, particularly when under N stress [30].

Glycerol is used as a standard for this quantification because oil stan-

dards cannot be solubilised effectively in the reagent, and therefore will

not be efficiently broken down by the lipase (Weiss, personal commu-

nication 2015).

In this protocol, a 4ml aliquot of culture of known cell density was

centrifuged at 2500 g for 5min. The pellet was resuspended in 0.4ml of

dH20 and frozen at −20 °C for storage. For processing, the sample was

defrosted and lysed using a bead mill homogeniser (1 min at 2700 rpm).

The sample was checked microscopically to ensure ~100% of the cells

were lysed. Samples were kept on ice before and after the lysing pro-

cedure.

In order to measure background free glycerol a blank cold run was

carried out to inhibit lipase activity (but not downstream reactions). For

the sample blank, working quickly, a 20 μl sample of lysed cells was

added to 380 μl of cold (4 °C) triglyceride regent on ice. For the stan-

dard blank the lysed cells were replaced with 20 μl dH20. The tubes

were inverted slowly 10 times to mix, then centrifuged at 16000 g for

1min at 4 °C. Avoiding the pellet, 300 μl of sample supernatant was

immediately transferred to a plastic cuvette with 700 μl cold (4 °C)

dH2O. The cuvettes were wiped to remove condensation and the ab-

sorbance at 520 nm was recorded.

For the lipase active hot run the procedure is repeated at an elevated

temperature. The sample reaction was prepared with 20 μl lysed cells

and 380 μl reagent (at room temperature). The standard reaction was

prepared by the addition of 4 μl of glycerol (2.82mM, 2.5mgml−1

triolein equivalent), 16 μl dH20, and 380 μl reagent. After mixing, the

samples were incubated at 37 °C for 10min then spun down. Following

centrifugation, the samples were diluted and absorbance was measured

as detailed above. TAG concentration was calculated relative to the

glycerol standard (Supplementary Material 1).

2.3. Fatty acid profile and quantification

For FAME analysis a 100ml aliquot sample was taken from each

culture at the end of the nitrogen deprivation experiment (144 h,

Fig. 2). The sample was washed and lyophilised. Samples were then

processed using an in-situ direct transesterification method adapted

from [40,41], using tridecanoic acid and pentadecane as internal

standards.

Samples were analysed by gas chromatography mass spectrometry

(GC–MS) using an AutoSystem XL Gas Chromatograph (CHM-100-790,

Perkin Elmer) coupled with a TurboMass Mass Spectrometer (13657,

Perkin Elmer). The GC was fitted with a Zebron™ ZB-5ms,

30m×0.25mm ID×0.25 μm FT (7HG-G010-11, Phenomenex) GC

capillary column. Samples were injected (5 μl volume) via an auto-

sampler onto the column and eluted at an injection temperature of

250 °C with a 100:1 split ratio and a He constant carrier flow

(1mlmin−1). The temperature programme was set to 120 °C, held for

1min, 140 °C at 5 °Cmin−1, held for 2min 170 °C at 2 °Cmin−1, held

for 2min, and finally 250 °C at 1 °Cmin−1. The mass spectrometer was

operated in electron ionisation (EI+) mode. Start mass was set to 50

and end mass to 600. Scan time was 90min. Turbomass software (Ver

5.2.4) was used to quantify each FAME using a predetermined response

factor [40].

2.4. Fluorescence microscopy

For qualitative analysis of neutral lipid accumulation, Nile red

fluorescence microscopy was carried on samples taken after 144 h of N

stress using the method outlined in [42]. Ten ml aliquots of each sample

Fig. 2. Experimental scheme for sampling. H indicates number of hours from point of resuspension. LOG, indicates sampling point at which cells were in the log (exponential) phase of

growth, immediately before transfer to N deplete (−N) medium. The symbol * indicates RNA sampling time points (sample was not taken at 36H for 24 L treatments). The symbol ~

indicates biochemical sampling (including chlorophyll, TAG, starch, and acetate assays). The symbol + indicates sampling for FAME quantification and fluorescence microscopy. Yellow

boxes indicate time periods of illumination. Grey boxes indicate dark periods. Red arrow indicates beginning of the experiment with all cells resuspended in the appropriate medium/

conditions. For definitions of treatment names see Table 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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were spun down and resuspended in 1ml of 2% DMSO with 2mg/l Nile

red and left to incubate for 10min. Fluorescence was observed using a

fluorescence microscope (Eclipse E400, Nikon), with an excitation

wavelength of 450–490 nm. Images were processed with LUCIA G (Ver

3.1) software.

2.5. Starch assay

Starch content was determined using a commercial amyloglucosi-

dase/α-amylase enzymatic starch kit (K-TSTA, Megazyme). In this

protocol a 4ml aliquot of culture, of known cell density, was lyophilised

and processed following the method outlined in Laurens et al. [43,44].

2.6. Acetate assay

Supernatant acetate concentration was determined using a com-

mercial acetic acid assay kit (K-ACETRM 07/12, Megazyme). In this

method, a 200 μl aliquot of supernatant was diluted with 800 μl dH20.

The sample was processed according to manufacturer's instructions,

using a 96 well microplate and microplate reader, fitted with 340 nm

absorbance filter. Each biological replicate was measured with 4 tech-

nical repeats.

2.7. Chlorophyll assay

Chlorophyll assays were conducted using a 3ml aliquot of culture.

Cells were lysed with a bead mill homogeniser and extracted using a

90% acetone mixture and quantified by absorbance at 647 and 664 nm

as described in [45].

2.8. Maximum quantum efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm)

Cell samples were concentrated to a density of

5.67×107 cells ml−1, 2 ml aliquots of the cell concentrate were added

to a 6 multiwell plate (2 technical and 3 biological replicates) and dark

adapted for 30min [46]. Minimal (Fo) and maximal fluorescence (Fm)

before and after a saturating light pulse was measured using a Maxi

IMAGING-PAM chlorophyll fluorimeter, fitted with an IMAG-MAX/LR

measuring head (Heinz Waltz GmBh), and recorded using Imagi-

ngWinGigE software (V2.45i). The Fo and Fm were used to calculate Fv/

Fm. The equipment settings used for analysis were; Special Saturation

Pulse (SP) routine settings, ML 3, Gain 20, Frequency 2, Damping 2. In

this protocol, a parallel series of cultures were grown using the treat-

ments and growth conditions described in Fig. 2. Samples were taken

immediately before resuspension (LOG), followed by 24, 48, 96 and

144 h after resuspension.

2.9. RNA extraction

The method of RNA extraction was adapted from [12] using a

commercial RNA extraction kit (Purlink™ RNA Mini, Ambion®, Life

Technologies) coupled with TRIzol® reagent (Ambion®, Life Technolo-

gies). In this protocol, a 10ml aliquot of culture was transferred, at the

time points indicated in Fig. 2, and centrifuged at 2500 g for 5min at

15 °C. The supernatant was immediately removed and the pellets were

snap frozen in liquid N2 and stored at −80 °C.

For RNA extraction, an 0.8 ml aliquot of TRIzol® reagent was

added to each sample. Samples were homogenised by gentle pipette

trituration and left to incubate for 5 min at room temperature to allow

for complete dissociation of nucleoprotein complexes. The TRIzol®

mixture was centrifuged at 600 g for 2 min at 15 °C to remove starch.

Following centrifugation, phase separation and purification was car-

ried out using the TRIzol® Plus RNA purification kit, following the

manufacturer's protocol. An on-column Purlink DNase solution was

used to remove contaminating gDNA. RNA concentration and purity

was assessed using a nanospectrophotometer (Jenway Genova Nano,

Bibby Scientific). RNA quality was assessed via a 0.8% ethidium

bromide stained agarose gel. Two clear 28S and 18S RNA bands in-

dicated low RNA degradation. The 18S band was occasionally seen as

a triplet due to the smaller prokaryotic (16S) chloroplast and mi-

tochondrial RNA.

2.10. Quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR)

Complementary (c)DNA synthesis and amplification was carried out

using a one-step Brilliant III Ultra-Fast SYBR® Green QRT-PCR Master

Mix kit (Agilent), using a primer concentration of 0.3 μM. qRT-PCR was

performed using a Mx3005P instrument (Agilent) following hot start

fast reaction conditions. A disassociation curve analysis was performed

after amplification cycling to assess the presence of a single amplicon

product. With each run and primer pair, a no-template control and no-

reverse transcriptase control were also analysed.

Primers for 8 genes of interest and 5 reference genes were designed

through a series of steps following MIQE guidelines for qRT-PCR ex-

periments [47,48]. Primer pairs were designed using a combination of

the online software QuantPrime [49] and the standalone software

Beacon Designer™ (Ver. 8.10, Premier Biosoft). Primers and amplicon

products were assessed for secondary structures using Beacon De-

signer Free Edition (http://www.premierbiosoft.com), and IDT Una-

fold (https://www.idtdna.com/UNAFold). The efficiency of each

primer was analysed by a two-step protocol as recommended by [50],

first using an eleven point dilution standard curve to determine a log-

linear RNA concentration range, followed by a 5 point serial dilution

within the log linear range to calculate the efficiency of the primer.

The primer pairs used and efficiency are shown in Supplementary

material 2.

The four reference genes targeted for initial stability assessment

were; ubiquitin-like protein (UBQ2, Cre09.g396400), receptor of acti-

vated protein kinase C (RCK1, Cre06.g278222, previously annotated as,

CBLP, Cre13.g599400), eukaryotic translation initiation factor (EIF1A,

Cre02.g103550) and calvin cycle protein (CP12, Cre08.g380250). The

stability of the selected reference genes was assessed by comparing gene

expression across the range of treatments using the NormFinder Excel

Add-in (Ver. 2, Department of Molecular Medicine, Aarhus University

Hospital) to rank the expression stability of the reference genes under

different treatment conditions [51]. The tool ranked CP12, EIF1A and

RCK1 to be the best combination of reference genes for stability. Sub-

sequent experiments used these genes for normalisation.

Due to the large number of samples, each transcript analysed was

spread over 7 plates and therefore were vulnerable to significant run-

to-run variation [52]. To correct for this variation 6 inter-run cali-

brators (IRC, 3 biological, 2 technical) were analysed with each plate.

The IRCs were identical samples with the same RNA samples and

primers pairs which were added to every plate run [52]. The qBase

qRT-PCR model (Biogazelle) was adapted to convert Cq values into

normalised linear relative quantities, allowing normalisation with

multiple reference genes and IRCs. Furthermore, as suggested by

Hellemans et al. [52] expression data is presented as a fold change

relative to arithmetic average of all Cq values across all samples for

that transcript. The model and minor alterations are outlined in

Supplementary material 3.

2.11. Statistics

All results are presented as mean values. The effect of growth

conditions on measured observations (inter-treatment variation) were

statistically analysed using a two-sample t-test, assuming unequal

variance. The statistical significance of differences between mea-

surements taken at different time points within the same treatment

(intra-treatment variation) was analysed using a paired two sample t-

test. All analyses were carried out with the statistical software R

(v.3.1.2, R).

R.T. Smith, D.J. Gilmour Algal Research 31 (2018) 122–137
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3. Results

3.1. Cell growth and photosynthetic degradation

Upon nitrogen deprivation, cells in all treatments continued to di-

vide for 24 h before the cessation of growth (Fig. 3a), but at the expense

of chlorophyll content (Fig. 3b). Cell density in both mixotrophic

treatments doubled (2.1 fold increase for M-24-NF, 2.0 fold increase for

M-12-NF), while chlorophyll content dropped by 58–61% (p < 0.01).

Consequently, this drop indicates inhibition of chlorophyll synthesis as

cell divide (leading to chlorophyll content splitting between cells).

Unlike the trend reported in [1], chlorophyll content continued to fall

beyond the cessation of cell growth (post-24 h), indicating degradation

of existing chlorophyll. On the sixth day of N deprivation chlorophyll

content had been reduced by 91% and 88% for M-24-NF and M-12-NF

respectively (p < 0.001); the effect of the daily dark period on this

degradation appears to be negligible for mixotrophic cultures

(p > 0.05). As expected, the cell growth of autotrophic treatments was

comparatively modest, increasing by approximately 30% in both A-24-

NF and A-12-NF (29% and 33%, respectively) in 24 h. This growth was

mirrored by a drop in chlorophyll content by 32% and 26% (not sig-

nificantly different, p > 0.05), beyond this point chlorophyll was de-

graded further reaching a 69% and 67% reduction by 6 days for A-24-

NF and A-12-NF respectively, with no significant difference (p > 0.05)

between autotrophic treatments. Interestingly, beyond the initial

growth period (post-24 h NF), autotrophic treatments had a 2-fold

higher rate of chlorophyll degradation (pg cell−1 d−1) compared to

mixotrophic treatments, but retained more chlorophyll content after

6 days due to higher initial concentrations. Conversely, control cultures

grown under N replete mixotrophic conditions continued log growth,

reaching stationary phase between 48 and 96 h, beyond which the

chlorophyll content increased significantly (p < 0.05) by 37%, perhaps

due to the exhaustion of acetate and a shift towards autotrophy [53].

In order to determine the integrity of photosynthetic machinery

(particularly PSII) the maximum quantum efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm)

was tracked before and after cell resuspension in N deplete conditions

(Fig. 3c). In support of the trend of chlorosis, Fv/Fm measurements in-

dicated a more rapid decline of photosynthetic capacity in mixotrophic

treatments compared to autotrophic treatments, while the maximum

quantum efficiency of the control treatment did not significantly alter

over the 144 h time period (p > 0.05). Again, the effect of photoperiod

was minor until the last 48 h, when the Fv/Fm of M-12-NF continued to

decline, while M-24-NF stabilised. The final fold reduction in mean Fv/

Fm ratio was 1.8 fold in M-24-NF, 3.2 fold in M-12-NF, 1.3 fold in A-24-

NF and 1.4 in A-12-NF over 144 h.

3.2. Central carbon metabolism

Significant degradation of photosynthetic apparatus has been shown

to be concurrent with a shift in the central carbon metabolism towards

dominance of catabolic fuelled respiratory energy generation [1]. The

degree of photosynthetic degradation and availability of light may alter

this shift and impact on the accumulation of carbon storage molecules.

QRT-PCR was performed to quantify gene expression throughout

the experiment. The results are presented as fold change in expression

Fig. 3. A). Growth curve of C. reinhardtii after cell resuspension into nitrogen free (NF) or

replete (C) medium. B) Chlorophyll concentration (pg cell−1) before (LOG) and after cell

resuspension in nitrogen free (NF) or replete (C). C) Maximum quantum yield of PSII (Fv/

Fm) before (LOG) and after cell resuspension in nitrogen free (NF) or replete (C) medium.

LOG, indicates sampling point at which cells were in the log (exponential) phase of

growth, immediately before transfer to N deplete (−N) medium. Treatment conditions

are outlined in Table 1, M-24-C, mixotrophic continuous light, C medium; M-24-NF,

mixotrophic continuous light NF medium; M-12-NF, mixotrophic diurnal light, NF

medium; A-24-NF, autotrophic continuous light, NF medium; A-12-NF, autotrophic

diurnal light, NF medium. Error bars represent SE (n=3).
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relative to the average expression of that gene across all treatments and

time points [52]. The degradation of photosynthetic machinery, high-

lighted in the previous section, was mirrored by a significant

(p < 0.01) downregulation of the RBSC2 gene (Cre03.g120150) in all

N deprived treatments (Fig. 4A). The gene RBSC2 encodes for the small

subunit 2 of ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Ru-

BisCO), a highly abundant enzyme responsible for the carboxylation of

ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP), the first major step of CO2 seques-

tration within the Calvin cycle (Fig. 1). Downregulation of RBSC2 is

correlated with an increase in RuBP and other Calvin cycle metabolites,

indicating a reduced Calvin cycle flux [1]. Differences in the down-

regulation of RBSC2 between treatments may give an insight into dif-

ferent responses to N stress. As expected, the degree and rate of RBSC2

downregulation was significantly increased under mixotrophic condi-

tions; after 12 h in N free medium RBSC2 transcript abundance dropped

5 fold in M-24-NF between 0 and 12 h, compared to a 1.7 fold drop in A-

24-NF. Cultures grown under a light/dark cycle had a similar fold re-

duction over the 48-h period measured compared to respective con-

tinuous light cultures, however, the downregulation was delayed until

12 h post deprivation (7.5 fold and 4.5 fold drop between 2 and 12 h,

p < 0.05). Expression of RBSC2 remained depressed until the begin-

ning of the second light period at 24 h, when transcript abundance

significantly increased (p < 0.05) in both 12 L treatments. This sub-

sequent increase, and repeated fluctuations at 36 and 48 h, indicates

that the well reported circadian rhythm of RBSC2 expression [54,55]

continues under N stress conditions. In comparison, RBSC2 expression

in the control treatment remained relatively stable with the exception

of a comparatively moderate (37%) but statistically significant

(p < 0.05) decline in expression between 24 and 48 h.

Expression of OGD1 (Cre12.g537200) was measured to determine

regulation of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and cellular respiration

after N deprivation. The OGD1 gene encodes the 2-oxoglutarate dehy-

drogenase E1 subunit of the α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase enzyme

complex, a key catalyst in the TCA cycle involved in the decarboxyla-

tion of α-ketoglutarate releasing reductive NADH which goes on to

drive mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (ATP synthesis, Fig. 1).

In agreement with previous studies [10,12], OGD1 expression in M-24-

NF, declined slowly between LOG and 48-h NF (2.5 fold decline,

p < 0.001, Fig. 4B). In contrast A-24-NF cultures experienced a mod-

erate but significant increase in OGD1 expression over the experiment

(1.85 fold, p < 0,05), but from a significantly lower initial transcript

abundance (3 fold lower, p < 0.01) compared to M-24-NF. Expression

of OGD1 in the nitrogen replete control culture, M-24-C, also dropped

(1.6 fold, p < 0.01) over the first 2 h but then remained relatively

stable.

As expected, the diurnal trend observed in OGD1 expression was

inverse to the pattern measured in RBSC2, with expression dropping

immediately after resuspension (and illumination) between LOG-0 h in

both M-12-NF (4.7 fold drop, p < 0.01) and A-12-NF (3 fold drop,

p < 0.05). Expression was then upregulated immediately before (12h)

and after (14 h) darkness: 3.45 fold and 4.3 fold (p < 0.001) increase

in M-12-NF and A-12-NF respectively between 2 and 14 h. The trend

was repeated again between 24 and 48 h in A-12-NF, but not M-12-NF.

The ICL1 gene (Cre06.g282800) encodes for isocitrate lyase, a key

enzyme specific to the glyoxylate cycle (Fig. 1). The sequential action of

Fig. 4. Fold change (relative to the average expression of gene across all samples, time

points and treatments) of, A) RBSC2 B) OGD1 C) ICL1 D) GLD2 gene expression, before

(L) and after resuspension in nitrogen free (NF) or replete (C) medium. Referencing genes

used for normalisation in this and all subsequent qRT-PCR were GAPHD, EIF1A and RCK1.

LOG, indicates sampling point at which cells were in the log (exponential) phase of

growth, immediately before transfer to N deplete (−N) medium. Treatment conditions

are outlined in Table 1, M-24-C, mixotrophic continuous light, C medium; M-24-NF,

mixotrophic continuous light, NF medium; M-12-NF, mixotrophic diurnal light, NF

medium; A-24-NF, autotrophic continuous light, NF medium; A-12-NF, autotrophic

diurnal light, NF medium. Error bars represent SE (n=3).
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isocitrate lyase (cytosolic) and malate synthase (peroxisomal) is critical

to the formation of C4 acids from 2 acetyl-CoA units (C2), bypassing

two oxidative and CO2 evolving steps in the TCA cycle, and thus en-

abling growth on C2 compounds [32,36]. These C4 molecules can then

be fed into the gluconeogenesis and other biosynthesis pathways or be

used to replenish intermediates in the TCA cycle [32,56]. This peroxi-

some/cytosol localised pathway has recently been demonstrated to play

a predominant role in the assimilation of acetyl-CoA derived from

acetate and fatty acids (via peroxisome localised β-oxidation FA de-

gradation) in C. reinhardtii [32,34,36]. Consequently, ICL1 expression

provides an indication of the assimilation pathway of acetate and ac-

tivity of FA degradation. In the control treatment, M-24-C, following an

initial dip immediately after resuspension, ICL1 expression remains

relatively steady (although with large variance, Fig. 4C). After 36 h

there is a significant downregulation of ICL1 which correlates with

rapid exhaustion of acetate (Fig. 4C). In contrast, ICL1 expression in M-

24-NF is suppressed after 2 h (3-fold decline, LOG-2 h, p < 0.05) and

continued to decline reaching a 33.4 fold drop by 48 h (LOG-48 h,

p < 0.001), despite high acetate availability and continued acetate

consumption (Fig. 4C and 5). Unsurprisingly, A-24-NF treatments, with

no acetate supplementation, had very low initial expression rates,

which did not significantly alter throughout the experiment

(p > 0.05).

Unlike M-24-NF, ICL1 expression in M-12-NF dropped immediately

after resuspension (0 h), and continued to reduce 110 fold over 2 h

(LOG-2 h, p < 0.001). Furthermore, 2 h into the first NF dark period

(14 h), ICL1 expression ramped back up to pre-deprivation levels (115

fold increase, 2–14 h, p < 0.001), then dropped immediately before

(24 h) and further after (36 h) the second period of illumination. This

diurnal pattern was also evident in the A-12-NF treatment, despite no

acetate supplementation. Transcript abundance increased 41 fold

(p < 0.05) between 12 and 14 h, and continuing to increase to 24 h

(113 fold increase 12–24 h, p < 0.01). Similarly, expression dropped

sharply during the second period of illumination (218 fold reduction,

24–36 h, p < 0.001) and increased over the second dark period dark-

ness (187 fold, 36–48 h, p < 0.01). Despite the higher ICL1 expression

at night, the rate of acetate consumption in M-12-NF dropped by 57%

compared to consumption between 0 and 12 h (rate calculated as dif-

ference in acetate consumption between two time points divided by

period of time), while M-24-NF consumption remained constant

(Fig. 5). The overall rate of acetate uptake (between 0 and 48 h) was

350 μmols hr−1 for M-24-C, 181 μmols hr−1 for M-24-NF and

112 μmols hr−1 for M-12-NF, which is comparable to the rate observed

in [12] (193 μmols hr−1 for similar cell density M-24-NF treatment).

The oxidative phase of the pentose-phosphate pathway (OPPP) acts

as an alternative route to upper stage of glycolysis, oxidising glucose-6-

phosphate to the intermediate ribose-5-phosphate, producing 2 NADPH

molecules and 1 CO2 (Fig. 1). NADPH is a reducing agent required for

anabolic reactions, particularly fatty acid synthesis (14 NADPH per

C16:0 FA, 62 NADPH per C16:0 FA if acetyl-CoA production included)

[29]. The major alternative pathway for NADPH production is the last

stage (PSI) of the photosynthetic linear electron transport, consequently

a degradation of the photosynthetic machinery is likely to lead to a

simultaneous upregulation of the OPPP pathway, particularly if NADPH

demand is maintained through lipid synthesis. The GLD2 gene

(Cre08.g378150), encodes for the enzyme glucose-6-phosphate dehy-

drogenase (Fig. 1). This enzyme is involved in the first step in the PP

pathway, the conversion of glucose-6-phosphate into 6-phosphogluco-

nolactonase (producing 1 NADPH, Fig. 1). Goodenough et al. [12] de-

monstrated that nitrogen stress induced an upregulation of GLD2 and

downstream OPPP genes in mixotrophic C. reinhardtii under continuous

light (similar to M-24-NF); however the impact of different light and

carbon regimes on the activity of glucose-6-phosphate breakdown

through the OPPP is not known. As expected, GLD2 expression in M-24-

NF was upregulated rapidly, increasing 3 fold after 2 h in NF medium

(LOG-2 h, p > 0.05) (Fig. 4D). Expression remained stable, with the

exception of a spike at 24 h (1.8 fold increase between 14 and 24 h,

p < 0.001). The expression trend was very similar in M-12-NF, in-

creasing 3.3 fold after 2 h (LOG-2 h, p < 0.01) and remaining stable,

with the exception of a small drop (1.64 fold, p < 0.05) after 36 h. The

gene GLD2 was also upregulated in autotrophic treatments although at

a more gradual rate, increasing 3.1 fold (p < 0.01) over 48 h for A-24-

NF. However, the peak expression was 3.2 fold lower than M-24-NF.

Expression of GLD2 in A-12-NF increased at a similar rate to A-24-NF,

however expression dropped at 24 h (3.5 fold drop, p < 0.05) and 48 h

(5.9 fold drop, p < 0.05), and is assumed to be downregulated (or post

14 h) during the dark period.

3.3. Starch accumulation under nitrogen deprivation

Starch accumulation was assessed via an amyloglucosidase/α-

amylase starch assay and by tracking the expression of STA2

(Cre17.g721500). STA2 has been highlighted as a key and highly re-

sponsive gene that encodes the granule-bound starch synthase (GBSS1)

enzyme, involved in the biosynthesis of amylose (and structure of

amylopectin) components of starch [57–59] (Fig. 1). N deprivation led

to an increase in cellular starch concentration in all treatments between

0 and 6 days (p > 0.001); however, the degree and trend of accumu-

lation and the expression of STA2 were influenced by both photoperiod

and organic carbon supplementation (Fig. 6A and B).

There was clearly a diurnal response to starch accumulation in both

12 L treatments. Expression of STA2 was tightly correlated to photo-

period, decreasing immediately before and during the dark period, and

increasing at the onset of the light period. Log-phase samples (taken at

the end of the dark period) had higher STA2 expression, particularly in

M-12-NF cultures (25.4-fold higher expression than M-24-NF,

p < 0.001). The starch concentration in 12 L treatments, at this first

LOG phase time point, was significantly higher relative to corre-

sponding continuous light treatments, 2.6 fold higher (p < 0.001) in

M-12-NF and 4.3 fold higher (p < 0.001) in A-12-NF. After resuspen-

sion in NF media and exposure to light, STA2 expression in both 12 L

treatments was immediately upregulated (3.57 and 3.02 fold for M-12-

Fig. 5. Concentration of acetate in supernatant (mM) of mixotrophic treatments.

Treatment conditions are outlined in Table 1, M-24-C, mixotrophic continuous light, C

medium; M-24-NF, mixotrophic continuous light, NF medium; M-12-NF, mixotrophic

diurnal light, NF medium. Error bars represent SE (n=3).
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NF and A-12-NF, respectively, p > 0.01). In contrast, the response of

24 L treatments was slower, with STA2 expression increasing (and

peaking in M-24-NF) after 2 h of N stress. At the 12-h time point, im-

mediately before the onset of the dark period, STA2 expression sig-

nificantly decreased (34.7 and 16.3-fold reduction between 2 and 12 h

for M-12-NF and A-12-NF respectively, p < 0.001). This diurnal trend

repeated, with a substantial increase in STA2 expression at 24 and 48 h,

and a large drop at 36 h. Comparatively, in M-24-NF and A-24-NF

cultures, STA2 expression peaked within the first 12 h then subse-

quently declined linearly, a trend that was reported (for M-24-NF

treatments) in Goodenough et al. [12].

Organic carbon supplementation also influenced starch accumula-

tion and STA2 expression trends. As may be expected, the rate of starch

accumulation in mixotrophic treatments was significantly higher (7 fold

and 2.5 fold for M-24-NF and M-12-NF relative to autotrophic equiva-

lents, p < 0.01) in the first 12 h of N deprivation (Fig. 6A). This higher

accumulation rate correlates to an earlier peak in STA2 expression in

mixotrophic cultures. Organic carbon availability also impacted levels

of starch catabolism during dark periods in 12 L treatments. During the

first dark period (12–24 h) starch in the A-12-NF cultures dropped to a

concentration significantly below that of the initial log-phase con-

centration (p < 0.01). Although no further measurements were taken

at 12 h periods (i.e. at the end of the light period), it is likely that this

diurnal drop repeated, leading to a reduced final concentration com-

pared to A-24-NF (134.3 vs 253.5 μg starch mg−1 DCW, Fig. 6A). In

contrast, in mixotrophic cultures, although starch accumulation in M-

12-NF did abate during the first dark period, the reduction was similar

to the trend observed in the continuous light treatment, M-24-NF. Be-

yond the 48-h time point, unlike M-24-NF, M-12-NF cultures continued

to accumulate starch for a further 48 h.

3.4. TAG accumulation under nitrogen deprivation

Accumulation of TAG was monitored using a commercial glycerol

assay, and analysis of total fatty acid composition. Furthermore, the

expression of genes related to TAG accumulation; ACX1

(Cre12.g519100) GPD2 (Cre01.g05300) and PGD1 (Cre03.g193500)

were measured. Fig. 7A-B presents the concentration of TAG per cell for

all treatments, before and after resuspension into N deplete or N replete

medium. As expected, TAG concentration increases in all −N treat-

ments, the highest increase was measured in M-24-NF cultures (62.5

fold over 6 days) and lowest in A-12-NF cultures (7 fold over 6 days).

The variation of TAG content is validated with the qualitative images

for Nile red fluorescence (Fig. 7C). The influence of photoperiod was

more apparent in mixotrophic treatments, where initial TAG accumu-

lation rates over the first 12 h were almost identical (0.674 and

0.671 pg cell−1 h−1 for M-24-NF and M-12-NF respectively), with no

significant difference (p=0.49). However, between 12 and 24 h the

accumulation rate continued to rise under continuous illumination, but

fell during the dark period of M-12-NF treatments. Repetition of this

trend is likely to have led to a reduced overall accumulation rate, and a

61% lower final TAG concentration in M-12-NF cultures (Fig. 7A-C).

The TAG accumulation response of autotrophic treatments was de-

layed in comparison in mixotrophic cultures. Initially, the TAG con-

centration in both autotrophic treatments fell slightly (although not

significantly, p > 0.05), and then increased at a low rate in A-24-NF,

but decreased further during the dark period (12 to 24 h) for A-12-NF

(Fig. 7A). As demonstrated in Fig. 7B, the final mean TAG concentration

of A-12-NF (2.76 pg cell−1) was lower (p > 0.05) than A-24-NF

(4.44 pg cell−1), most likely due to catabolism during the dark period.

Alterations in total fatty acid composition towards saturated and

monounsaturated FAs such as C16:0 and C18:1 Δ9 and away from more

highly unsaturated, membrane lipid predominant FAs such as C16:4

and C18:3 Δ9,12,15, provides an indication of the change from mem-

brane-dominated to TAG-dominated cellular lipid content [31,60]. As

demonstrated in Fig. 7D, all N deprived cultures had significantly

higher proportions of palmitic acid (C16:0) than the N replete control

(p < 0.001). Interestingly both autotrophic treatments had sig-

nificantly higher proportion of palmitic acid as a percentage of total

lipid (p < 0.05) compared to mixotrophic treatments (13% higher in

24 L, 20% higher in 12 L), while proportionally more oleic acid (C18:1

Δ9) was found in the mixotrophic treatments (2.3 fold more in both

24 L and 12 L). This may indicate a preference for the prokaryotic

pathway of TAG synthesis in autotrophic cultures, although determi-

nation of sn-position is needed to back up this interpretation. The

proportion of C16:4 and C18:3 Δ9,12,15, found predominantly in

MGDG and DGDG (diagalacterosyldiacylglycerol) [61] is highest in the

control N replete treatment (11% C16:4 and 25% C18:3 Δ9,12,15).

Comparatively, in both autotrophic treatments this porportion is re-

duced moderately (4% C16:4 and 17–18% C18:3 Δ9,12,15) but more

significantly in mixotrophic treatments (1% C16:4 and 10–11% C18:3

Δ9,12,15). This trend gives an indication of the shift to TAG dominant

A B

Fig. 6. A) Starch content (μg starch mg−1DCW) before (LOG) and after cell resuspension in nitrogen free (NF) or replete (C) medium. B) Fold change (relative to the average gene

expression of all samples across all time points and treatments) of STA2 expression, before (L) and after resuspension in nitrogen free (NF) or replete (C) medium. LOG (L), indicates

sampling point at which cells were in the log (exponential) phase of growth, immediately before transfer to N deplete (−N) medium. Treatment conditions are outlined in Table 1, M-24-

C, mixotrophic continuous light, C medium; M-24-NF, mixotrophic continuous light, NF medium; M-12-NF, mixotrophic diurnal light, NF medium; A-24-NF, autotrophic continuous light,

NF medium; A-12-NF, autotrophic diurnal light, NF medium. Error bars represent SE (n=3), * symbols indicate significant difference from L (LOG) time point values (t-test, p < 0.05).

For M-12-NF and A-12-NF, L sample taken in dark period before resuspension, then 0 to 12 h light; 12 to 24 h dark; 24 to 36 h light; 36 to 48 h dark.
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lipid profiles, although it does not provide evidence of membrane de-

gradation as unsaturated membrane lipid FAs are typically recycled for

TAG synthesis directly. There was no clear influence of photoperiod on

the FA profile (Fig. 7D). Absolute quantification of FAMEs (μg per mg

DCW) confirms a reduced FA accumulation in M-12-NF cultures com-

pared to M-24-NF (43% reduction) (Fig. S1 and S2).

The gene ACX1, encodes the α-carboxyltransferase subunit of the

plastid multimeric acetyl-CoA carboxylase enzyme, responsible for

catalysing the first committal step in the FA synthesis pathway, re-

sulting in carboxylation of acetyl-CoA to malonyl-CoA [4] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 8A shows the change in ACX1 expression over the experiment time

course. N deprivation prompted a significant upregulation of ACX1

after 2 h in all treatments (p < 0.05), in contrast to the initial down-

regulation reported for M-24-NF cultures in Goodenough et al. [12].

Similarly to STA2 expression, for 12 h light treatments there was a dark

period downregulation in ACX1 (17.1 and 3.3 fold drop from 12 to 14 h

for M-12-NF and A-12-NF respectively), however, unlike STA2, a sig-

nificant decline (p < 0.05) was not recorded until after the start of the

dark period (although they may have been an unrecorded peak between

2 and 12 h). A similar trend of ACX1 upregulation was recorded in both

mixotrophic and autotrophic continuous light treatments from LOG-

14 h, however after a dip in expression at 24 h, M-24-NF expression

increased further, peaking at 3.85 fold above average sample expres-

sion, an increase of 9.5 fold from LOG expression, while the increase in

A-24-NF was more moderate (2.4 fold above average sample expres-

sion).

GPD2 is one of five genes in C. reinhardtii which encode NADH-

dependent glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPDH). GPD2 in par-

ticular is plastid targeted [12]. GPDH enables the conversion of dihy-

droxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) to glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P), the

Fig. 7. A) and B) TAG content (pg cell−1) before (LOG) and after cell resuspension in nitrogen free (NF) or replete (C) medium between A) 0–48 h and B) 0–144 h. C) Fluorescence

microscopy of cells 144 h after resuspension in N deplete or replete (control) medium. Red fluorescence corresponds to chlorophyll autofluorescence while yellow fluorescence indicates

Nile red staining of neutral lipid bodies. I) M-24-C, II) M-24-NF, III) A-24-NF, IV) M-12-NF, V) A-12-NF. D) Relative fatty acid composition (% of total FAMEs) 144 h after resuspension in

N deplete or N replete (control) medium. Absolute quantification is presented in Fig. S1. LOG, indicates sampling point at which cells were in the log (exponential) phase of growth,

immediately before transfer to N deplete (−N) medium. Treatment conditions are outlined in Table 1, M-24-C, mixotrophic continuous light, C medium; M-24-NF, mixotrophic

continuous light, NF medium; M-12-NF, mixotrophic diurnal light, NF medium; A-24-NF, autotrophic continuous light, NF medium; A-12-NF, autotrophic diurnal light, NF medium. Error

bars represent SE (n=3).

Treatment conditions outlined in Table 12. Error bars represent SE (n=3). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of

this article.)
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backbone of glycerides such as TAG [62] (Fig. 1). DHAP is a sugar

produced from the Calvin cycle and gluconeogenesis/glycolysis; con-

sequently, the GPDH enzyme provides a major link between carbohy-

drate and lipid metabolism (Fig. 1). The gene GPD2, in particular, has

been found to be highly sensitive to N deprivation in the cc-4349 strain

of C. reinhardtii, and therefore is thought to play a major role in the TAG

accumulation response [12]. The gene GPD2 was upregulated in all −N

treatments (Fig. 8B). Expression of GPD2 also increased moderately in

the nutrient replete control, although the increase in expression was

comparatively small compared to N stressed treatments. There was a

more pronounced influence of organic carbon addition on GPD2 ex-

pression than ACX1, with both mixotrophic treatments demonstrating

both a higher initial upregulation and peak expression than corre-

sponding autotrophic treatments, with the highest mean expression

found in M-24-NF after 48 h (6 fold above average sample expression),

following a similar trend to that found in Goodenough et al. [12]. Or-

ganic carbon availability also altered the GPD2 expression response to

dark periods. In M-12-NF cultures at 14 h (2 h into dark period), GLD2

expression remained stable (relative to 12 h), compared to continued

upregulation in M-24-NF. In M-12-NF cultures, immediately before the

start of the light period (24 h), the expression had increased (1.6 fold,

relative to 14 h). In contrast, there was a drop in expression at 14 h in A-

12-NF which continued to 24 h (2.4 fold drop from 12 h, p < 0.05).

This pattern repeated over the next 24 h for the A-12-NF culture

(Fig. 8B).

The gene PGD1 (plastid galactoglycerolipid degradation 1), encodes

a lipase enzyme which deacylates the predominant thylakoid mem-

brane lipid MGDG, freeing FAs which are directed to extraplastidic lipid

synthesis, particularity TAG synthesis (Fig. 1). Goodenough et al. [12]

highlighted the PGD1 encoded enzyme as a vital lipase for the con-

version of pre-existing membrane lipids. Consequently, PGD1 expres-

sion was intended in this study to provide insight into the degree of

membrane degradation. However, a forward genetics study by Li et al.

[31] provided evidence that PGD1 preferentially deacylates 18:1Δ9

bound to immature MGDG which are then exported from the plastid

towards TAG synthesis. The enzyme does not act on the more saturated

18:2 and 16:4 FAs found in mature MGDG (Fig. 1). Consequently, the

PGD1 enzyme is not involved in mature glycoglycerolipid catabolism,

but is a vital enzyme for the flux of oleic acid to the formation of TAG in

C. reinhardtii, indeed gene deletion leads to a 50% reduction in TAG

[31]. Consequently, the PGD1 expression data provides a novel insight

into potential differences in TAG biosynthesis pathways induced by

different growth conditions.

As demonstrated in Fig. 8C, there was robust influence of organic

carbon addition on the expression of PGD1 in response to N depriva-

tion. Transcript abundance in both mixotrophic treatments was sig-

nificantly increased after 2 h (p < 0.01) and continued to increase

throughout the experiment, reaching 13.8 and 12.5 fold higher ex-

pression (from LOG values) by 48 h for M-24-NF and M-12-NF respec-

tively. In contrast, although A-24-NF experienced a transient 2.3 fold

increase at 12 h (compared to log expression), the peak transcript

abundance was not significantly different from the control treatment

(p > 0.05). Photoperiod had contrasting influence on mixotrophic and

autotrophic cultures, M-12-NF cultures experienced a 5.3 fold drop in

expression 2 h into the dark period, which recovered at the start of the

light period. Conversely, in A-12-NF treatments, the dark period cor-

related with a transient 2.6 fold increase (p < 0.01), which continued

to 24 h before dropping to basal levels.

4. Discussion

4.1. Route to starch and TAG accumulation under optimal conditions

The primary aim of this study was to investigate the response of C.

reinhardtii to N deprivation under different, and more commercially

relevant, trophic and light cycle conditions. As a point of reference, it is
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Fig. 8. Fold change (relative to the average expression of gene across all samples, time

points and treatments) of A) ACX1 B) GPD2 C) PGD1 gene expression, before (L) and after

resuspension in nitrogen free (NF) or replete (C) medium. Referencing genes used for

normalisation were GAPHD, EIF1A and RCK1. LOG, indicates sampling point at which

cells were in the log (exponential) phase of growth, immediately before transfer to N

deplete (−N) medium. Treatment conditions are outlined in Table 1, M-24-C, mixo-

trophic continuous light, C medium; M-24-NF, mixotrophic continuous light, NF medium;

M-12-NF, mixotrophic diurnal light, NF medium; A-24-NF, autotrophic continuous light,

NF medium; A-12-NF, autotrophic diurnal light, NF medium. Error bars represent SE

(n=3), * symbols indicate significant difference from L time point values (t-test,

p < 0.05). For M-12-NF and A-12-NF, L(=LOG) sample taken in dark period before

resuspension, then 0 to 12 h light; 12 to 24 h dark; 24 to 36 h light; 36 to 48 h dark.
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useful to first discuss the current understanding of the impact of N

deprivation on C. reinhardtii under well-studied conditions of acetate

supplementation and continuous light availability (M-24-NF in this

study). The availability of organic carbon, specifically acetate, has been

demonstrated to strongly influence the rate of TAG accumulation of C.

reinhardtii when under N deplete conditions. While acetate is known to

be an important carbon source, the uptake and flux of acetate derived

carbon in C. reinhardtii is not fully understood. In agreement with the

trend reported in previous studies (with similar conditions to M-24-NF),

within the first 12 h of N deprivation, genes involved in starch meta-

bolism are significantly upregulated [10,12], including STA2 in this

study, which had a 38-fold increase in transcript abundance over 2 h

(Fig. 6B). Subsequently, carbon is diverted to starch synthesis, leading

to rapid accumulation of starch, increasing 5 fold over 12 h (Fig. 6A).

Beyond this point STA2 is strongly downregulated and starch synthesis

is slowed. In agreement with previous studies, genes related to TAG

synthesis, particularly GPD2 and PGD1, have a relatively delayed re-

sponse, with upregulation starting after 2 h, and unlike STA2, expres-

sion continued to gradually increase over 48 h, a trend which is re-

flected in the continued increase of TAG [12].

Concurrently, after 24 h, C. reinhardtii cells grown under M-24-NF

conditions suspend growth and enter an autophagy programme in

which N-rich molecules mainly involved in photosynthesis and the

Calvin cycle are degraded and recycled, with carbon skeletons directed

to the TCA cycle or carbon storage accumulation [1,7,15]. This de-

gradation of photosynthetic machinery leads to a greater reliance on

the respiratory metabolism, as evidenced in this study by the rapid

downregulation of RBSC2 (Calvin cycle) and relative stability of OGD1

(TCA cycle) (Fig. 4A-B). Although Calvin cycle activity is reduced,

previous studies indicate that carbon sequestration continues beyond

48 h [13,17].

As noted by Goodenough et al. [12] and supported here, the de-

gradation of photosynthetic apparatus and assumed decline in photo-

synthetically derived NADPH is correlated with an increase in the ac-

tivity of the NADPH producing oxidative pentose phosphate pathway

(GLD2 upregulation, Fig. 4D). Alternative pathways for NAPDH pro-

duction, such as malate decarboxylation by NADP+ dependent malic

enzyme, encoded by MME genes (MME2, MME3, MME4, MM5, MM6),

have been reported to be stable or downregulated after N deprivation

[1]. Consequently, it is likely that the oxidative phase of the PP

pathway is likely to meet the increasing NADPH demand of TAG

synthesis after cell chlorosis.

In agreement with previous studies [1,12], ICL1 (encoding a key

enzyme in the glyoxylate cycle) decreased significantly after 2 h and

continued to decline (Fig. 4C), despite continued uptake of acetate

(Fig. 4C). In a reverse genetics study, Plancke et al. [32] reported that

an ICL1 mutant, lacking a functional ICL1 gene, accumulated 3 fold

higher levels of neutral lipid compared to WT cells, and lower starch

concentrations. A decline in β-oxidation proteins, but stable levels of

fatty acid synthases led the authors to conclude that ICL1 deletion re-

sulted in TAG accumulation because of reduced lipid catabolism rather

than diversion of acetyl-CoA towards FA synthesis [32]. However, this

study (Fig. 7B and 8A), studies of the hyper-oleaginous sta6 starchless

mutant [10,12], and efforts to overexpress FA synthase genes [63],

have all demonstrated that the gene expression or protein concentration

of FA synthases does not necessarily correlate to higher FA synthesis.

Alternatively, the decline in ICL1 expression during continued acetate

consumption, and rapid TAG accumulation does point to the diversion

of acetate derived acetyl-CoA from production of gluconeogenic pre-

cursors (via the glyoxylate cycle) towards FA synthesis. Under N replete

heterotrophic conditions, the majority of acetate derived acetyl-CoA is

transported (via the peroxisome) to the mitochondria and catabolised in

the TCA cycle to produce ATP [33,62]. The remaining portion is

shunted through the glyoxylate cycle, involving ICL1 (29%) or im-

ported into the plastid (11%) [62]. This flux may not be identical in

mixotrophic conditions, however the reduction in flux of the glyoxylate

cycle is also likely to be correlated to a higher acetyl-CoA flux towards

the TCA cycle to replace any reduction of photosynthetic flux of carbon.

While this is not supported by upregulation of OGD1, the activity of the

TCA cycle would not necessarily increase with a change in carbon

source.

The response of M-24-NF cultures to N deprivation provides an

important reference point for comparison with other studies and for

further discussion on how the response changes when availability of

carbon and light are altered.

4.2. Effect of organic carbon source

The availability of acetate has been shown to strongly influence the

rate of starch and TAG accumulation of C. reinhardtii under N depri-

vation [19,20]. This trend is supported by the current study, in which

M-24-NF cultures showed significant increases in the rates of starch and

TAG accumulation over the first 24 h, compared to A-24-NF cultures

(Fig. 7A). Despite the higher initial rate of accumulation, the peak

concentration of starch was only 1.2 fold higher in M-24-NF conditions

compared to A-24-NF, whereas peak TAG concentration was 6.3 fold

higher. This trend supports the conclusion of Fan et al. [19] that in-

creasing carbon availability can increase TAG accumulation, once the

capacity of the dominant carbon storage compound, starch, is met. In

this case acetate supplemented M-24-NF cultures rapidly peaked in

starch accumulation, reaching maximum cell capacity and then di-

verted carbon towards TAG. In contrast starch remained the dominant

carbon store for the carbon limited (no aeration) A-24-NF cultures.

Davey et al. [64] reported a similar trend, in which autotrophic C. re-

inhardtii, supplied with constant CO2 aeration reached the capacity for

starch accumulation after 4–6 days, concurrent with an increased rate

of TAG accumulation. TAG was reported to continue to increase over

10 days reaching a concentration 2 fold higher than the mixotrophic

treatment (supplied with a finite 17.5 mM acetate supplement), high-

lighting the importance of exogenous carbon supply for TAG accumu-

lation [64]. A recent radioisotope study indicated that under conditions

similar to M-24-NF, 80% of carbon diverted towards starch synthesis in

the first 40 h of N deprivation is derived from either photosynthetically

sequestered carbon or biomass catabolism, however beyond 40 h there

is a significantly increased flux of acetate derived carbon [17]. This

indicates that carbon derived from acetate is likely to be diverted to the

TCA cycle in the initial hours of deprivation. In carbon limited auto-

trophic cultures, this catabolised carbon would be sourced from in-

organic sources, limiting flux towards starch synthesis.

The disparity of TAG accumulation in this study is reflected in the

TAG related gene expression. As previously mentioned the trend of

ACX1 expression, involved in the first step of FA synthesis, was similar

between M-24-NF and A-24-NF treatments (with the exception of the

last 48 h). A similar result was reported for the related gene BCX1

(Cre12.g484000, β-carboxyltransferase subunit of plastidic multimeric

ACCase) after 2 days N deprivation [20]. A starker contrast was found

in the expression of GPD2 and PGD1, related to TAG rather than FA

synthesis. The higher expression of plastid targeted GPD2 in M-24-NF,

indicates an increased activity of G3P production from DHAP, in-

creasing the availability of substrate for glycerolipid synthesis (Fig. 1).

The strong correlation of GPD2 expression to TAG accumulation, unlike

ACX1, indicates the availability of G3P may be an important bottleneck

for TAG synthesis and a potential target for metabolic engineering.

Finally, sustained upregulation of PGD1 was observed in acetate sup-

plemented cultures only. Li et al. [31] demonstrated that plastidial

MGDG acts as a transient FA pool for de novo-synthesised FAs. PGD1 is

thought to enable the transfer of 18:1Δ9 (oleic acid) through the plastid

membrane to cytosolic TAG lipid bodies. Consistent with this analysis,

the upregulation of PGD1 was matched by a 2.3 fold increase in C18:1Δ9

in the total biomass FA profile (Fig. 7D). Consequently, the trend shown

in Fig. 7–8 strongly indicates that the activity of PGD1, and the asso-

ciated acylation of C18:1Δ9 to TAG [31], is reliant on carbon
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availability. Moreover, Lohman et al. [65] reported that increasing

inorganic carbon availability had a limited impact on C18:1Δ9 accu-

mulation, indicating the observed upregulation of PGD1 and increased

C18:1Δ9 found in this study is related to organic carbon availability. As

PGD1 deletion results in a 50% drop in TAG accumulation [31], the

activity of this gene, and the routing of C18:1Δ9 through MGDG, is

likely to be an important element of the higher TAG accumulation in

mixotrophic conditions. While PGD1 is not thought to be involved in

catabolism of mature MGDG, mixotrophy is likely to change the flux of

C18:1Δ9 destined for either extraplastidic export to TAG or further de-

saturation to form mature MGDG. As autotrophic cells are more reliant

on a functioning photosystem it is possible PGD1 upregulation is sup-

pressed to retain C18:1 Δ9 for further desaturation to form mature

MGDG.

Further work is needed to confirm the influence of carbon avail-

ability (inorganic and organic) on PGD1 regulation. Again, the corre-

lation of this gene to TAG accumulation makes it a candidate target for

metabolic engineering.

In this study, under N replete conditions autotrophic cultures had a

higher initial chlorophyll content compared to replete mixotrophic

cultures. This trend is consistent with previous research on green mi-

croalgae [53,66] and C. reinhardtii grown under similar conditions [64].

However, in C. reinhardtii the reverse trend has also been reported [67].

Polle et al. [67] recorded a 45% increase in chlorophyll content in

photoheterotrophic cultures. However, the addition of bicarbonate to

the mixotrophic cultures reduced the chlorophyll content back to con-

centrations comparable with autotrophic cultures (grown in TBP

medium). The study therefore indicated that the availability of in-

organic carbon impacts resource allocation to photosynthetic ma-

chinery. The flat bottle growth vessels used in [67] (as opposed to ra-

pidly agitated flask cultures in the current study) may extenuate this

trend.

As previously reported upon N deprivation, C. reinhardtii experi-

enced a clear reduction in photosynthetic capacity under both mixo-

trophic and autotrophic cultivation [22,68]. Although autotrophic

treatments had a greater rate of chlorophyll degradation over the 144 h,

the slower initial reduction of chlorophyll per cell over the first 24 h

compared to mixotrophic cultures led to a slower degradation of pho-

tosynthetic capacity (Fig. 3B-C) and shift towards a respiratory meta-

bolism. This is supported by the comparatively slower downregulation

of RBSC2 and upregulation of GLD2 and OGD1 expression. Although

after 6 days of N deprivation autotrophic cultures had a higher pro-

portion of polyunsaturated FA (C16:4 and C18:3), typically located in

galactolipids integral to the thylakoid membrane, in absolute terms the

concentration of these polyunsaturated FA are lower than in mixo-

trophic treatments (Fig. S1). Consequently, degradation of membrane

lipids cannot be directly inferred without lipidomic analysis of lipid

classes.

This maintenance of photosynthetic integrity enabled autotrophic

cultures to continue to channel carbon sequestered in the Calvin cycle

to TAG synthesis, without compromising starch stores. In contrast the

rapid photosynthetic degradation observed in mixotrophic cultures

likely led to a near total reliance on acetate derived carbon for TAG

synthesis and energy generation.

4.3. Effect of diurnal light and dark cycles

Circadian rhythms driven by diurnal light and dark cycles enable

photosynthetic organisms to anticipate changes in energy availability in

order to optimise metabolic processes and thus maximise growth

[69,70]. In C. reinhardtii a number of physiological cycles are under

diurnal control, including cell growth and division [71,72]. The major

impact of light and dark cycles on cell physiology and metabolism is

demonstrated at multiple levels including the transcriptome. Zones

et al. [73] reported that 80% of mRNAs have significant periodic ex-

pression, including many of the genes associated with carbon

metabolism. One such group of transcripts are starch related genes.

Starch plays an important multifunctional role in microalgae; providing

a sink for photosynthetically derived NADPH and ATP, a source of

carbon for Calvin cycle intermediates, and a storage molecule to meet

energy and carbon needs in the dark [22,74]. The importance of starch

in C. reinhardtii under a diurnal light cycle is highlighted in this study

by elevated expression of STA2 and starch content at the initial N re-

plete LOG time point, after cells had emerged from 12 h of darkness

(LOG, Fig. 6A-B). In contrast, cultures grown under continuous light

had negligible levels of starch in N replete conditions.

In N replete autotrophic conditions, starch is accumulated during

the day when photosynthesis is active. Throughout the dark period and

initial light period, in the absence of an exogenous energy and carbon

source, starch is degraded and divided (during cell division) [75]. This

is reflected at a transcriptome level, where starch biosynthesis genes are

downregulated 2 to 3 h before the start of the dark period, then slowly

upregulated during the night [73]. Under N stress; A-12-NF initially

continued this diurnal cycle for at least the first light dark cycle with a

simultaneous fall in both STA2 expression and starch content. The

diurnal trend in gene expression continued into the second day and

starch content (sampled after dark period at 48, 96 and 144 h) while

increasing, did not surpass peak levels sampled at 12 h (after light

period). The transition to a respiratory dominated metabolism during

the dark period was demonstrated by a transient decrease in RBSC2 and

increases in OGD1 and GLD2. The strong diurnal increase in ICL1, de-

spite the absence of acetate indicates the metabolism of acetyl-CoA is

derived from lipid catabolism (Fig. 1). This was correlated with a de-

cline in lipid content and downregulation of ACX1 and GPD2. Unlike

starch, the downregulation of genes associated with lipid metabolism

did not occur until after the transition to dark. This indicates this trend

is responsive and not part of a circadian rhythm. This conclusion could

be tested further by carrying out a Zietgeber entrainment experiment.

The evidence of catabolism at night is supported by a significantly re-

duced overall lipid accumulation compared to A-24-NF cultures. The

reduction in TAG induced by dark periods (−36%) is a lower reduction

than that observed for starch (−47%), which indicates the latter is the

dominant carbon store utilised for cell maintenance in dark periods in

autotrophic cells.

Interestingly in contrast to the other lipid related genes measured,

the dark period induced a significant increase in PGD1, although it is

important to note that this increase was small relative to the sustained

upregulation observed in mixotrophic treatments. Transcript data re-

ported in the supplementary data of Zones et al. [73] also showed a

significant (8 fold) upregulation of PGD1 during the dark period of

autotrophic cells in N replete conditions. The upregulation of PGD1 in

both replete and deplete conditions indicates that the dark period in-

duces a change in the flux of fatty acids in the MGDG pool. Li et al. [31]

reported that mutants deficient in PDG1 also had reduced levels of

18:1Δ9 in the extraplastidic membrane betaine lipid diacylglyceryl-

trimethylhomoserine (DGTS) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE).

Consequently, this change in flux during the dark period may not ne-

cessarily indicate TAG synthesis but a flux of 18:1Δ9 from the plastid.

Given the increase in ICL1 at this time period the flux may be towards

beta-oxidation. While there may be an increase flux of FA away from

mature MGDG synthesis, there was no apparent effect on maximum

quantum efficiency (Fig. 3C). Clearly, the function of the important

PGD1 gene and encoded enzyme deserves further characterization.

An alternative explanation for ICL1 dark induction in A-12-NF could

be due to the availability of acetate derived from dark fermentation.

During the dark period, increased respiration and absence of photo-

synthetic O2 evolution could lead to hypoxic conditions. These condi-

tions prevent oxidative phosphorylation and induce dark fermentation

of starch and precursors molecules for ATP generation, producing a

variety of products including acetate [76]. It is possible that this acetate

is then re-assimilated via the glyoxylate pathway, inducing ICL1 ac-

tivity. However, while hypoxia occurs diurnally in natural soil
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environments, or mixed population cultures, the likelihood of rapid

anoxia within 2 h of darkness in low density cultures under rapid agi-

tation is low [77]. Indeed, the transcript trend reported in this study

does not correspond to a recent transcriptomic analysis of C. reinhardtii

under anoxic conditions, which observed a decline in OGD1 and stable

levels of ICL1 [78].

Acetate supplementation led to a very different trend of carbon

accumulation under N stress. Previous studies have reported that under

N replete conditions acetate supplementation extends the phase of

starch accumulation, peaking 3 h into the dark period (rather than on

the onset as in autotrophs) followed by a period of degradation (and cell

division) [79,80]. Ral et al. [79] reported that after transfer to N free

medium mixotrophic C. reinhardtii continue the same diurnal pattern

for the first 24 h, after which cell division is suspended and the rhythm

is diminished leading to a relatively stable starch concentration. In

contrast, in this study, despite a continued circadian rhythm in STA2

expression, starch in M-12-NF cultures continued to accumulate

throughout the dark period. Although the accumulation rate was re-

duced compared to the previous 12-h light period, the 12–24 h accu-

mulation was similar to that observed in M-24-NF conditions. Fur-

thermore, unlike the continuous light treatment, starch continued to

increase beyond 48 h, with a final concentration 49% higher than M-24-

NF. Conversely, the rate of TAG accumulation (and lipid gene expres-

sion) was substantially reduced (but not halted) in M-12-NF conditions

relative to M-24-NF during the dark period. This trend was correlated

with a spike in ICL1 and OGD1, despite reduced acetate uptake. Both

the acetate assimilation pathways are reliant on ATP availability. Light

stimulates acetate uptake in Chlamydomonas through activity of cyclic

photophosphorylation [29,81,82]. This phenomenon explains the re-

duced rate of acetate accumulation observed in M-12-NF cultures. The

diurnal light period did not have a significant impact on the rate of

chlorosis or decline in Fv/Fm until beyond 96 h (Fig. 3C). The sudden

decline in maximum quantum efficiency indicates that a continuous

period of no photosynthetic activity during N stress may induce faster

degradation of photosynthetic apparatus in mixotrophic cultures. Col-

lectively this indicates that the loss of the remnants of photo-

synthetically derived carbon and energy and reduction in acetate de-

rived acetyl-CoA during the dark period induces a switch in acetyl-CoA

utilisation, away from fatty acid synthesis towards the TCA cycle and

gluconeogenesis. Ultimately this response culminated in an opposite

trend to that observed in autotrophic conditions, with the diurnal light

period causing a substantially higher final starch content but lower TAG

content.

The reasoning behind this disparity is likely to be related to the fact

that starch is the dominant carbon store. In autotrophic cells, starch is

accumulated and degraded in preference to TAG, while in mixotrophic

cells dark periods lead to a diversion of carbon away from TAG

synthesis to conserve starch accumulation. The preference for starch in

cells experiencing a diurnal change in energy and carbon availability is

likely to be due to the higher energy return on investment. Starch

synthesis consumes approximately 49 ATP equivalents (eq), while de-

gradation generates 32 ATP eq. (65.3%). In comparison fatty acid

synthesis (palmitic acid) consumes 171 ATP eq and produces 108 ATP

eq through degradation (60.5%) [29]. This higher efficiency makes

starch a more suitable energy store for diurnal cycling and is a possible

reason for the initial preference of starch accumulation in all treat-

ments. As a result, in N stressed conditions C. reinhardtii cells under

diurnal circadian rhythm have a metabolic preference for starch sto-

rage. Conversely while TAG is a less efficient storage compound, it is

considerably more energy dense (2.45 fold) than starch [83], and

consequently is preferential for longer term storage once the cellular

capacity for starch is met.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that both carbon availability

and photoperiod have a strong influence on the metabolic response of

C. reinhardtii to N deprivation. Acetate supplementation leads to faster

photosynthetic degradation and a rapid shift towards a respiratory

dominant metabolism. Once the capacity of starch storage is met,

acetate is funnelled towards the synthesis of TAG, leading to sig-

nificantly higher lipid accumulation. Of particular note is the apparent

reliance on acetate availability for the upregulation of PGD1, correlated

with an increase in oleic acid (C18:1Δ9) in the FA profile; a phenomenon

which requires further investigation. Diurnal dark periods resulted in a

rapid reduction in carbon accumulation in both mixotrophic and au-

totrophic conditions. Without acetate supplementation both starch and

lipid are catabolised at night, while in mixotrophic cultures lipid

synthesis is suspended in preference to continued starch accumulation.

Ultimately both trends are informative for both commercial production

and metabolic targeting. The significant impact of both photoperiod

and carbon availability on the central carbon metabolism is likely to

impact the efficacy of metabolic engineering. Therefore, the impact of

genetic modifications should be investigated under both mixotrophic

and autotrophic conditions, and particularly under both continuous

light and more commercially relevant photoperiod conditions.
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